
	

	

	
	

	
Thank	you	for	auditioning	for	

	
GO	NOODLE!	ROUND	ROOM	LIVE	

	
NON-EQUITY	NATIONAL	TOUR	

	
	

For	this	Callback,	please	prepare	the	following:		

• Come	prepared	to	dance	–	we	are	dancing	first	(a	simple	and	stylish	combination	–	
jazz	flats	or	sneakers	are	just	fine.) 

• 16	-	32	Bars	of	your	own	song	choice	–	pop	or	pop	rock. 
• A	brief	rap	of	your	own	choosing. 
• The	full	material	in	this	packet. 
• Have	your	full	book	of	music	on	hand,	in	case	the	team	needs	to	hear	anything	else. 
• Note: Listen, this is zany and fun material, so please bring all of your personality to the 

table! Have so much fun at this callback! 

If	you	have	any	questions	regarding	material	or	difficulty	accessing	material,	please	email	
us	at	roundroomcasting@gmail.com	 

We	are	looking	forward	to	seeing	you!	 

	
	

	
	

Thanks	so	much!	
Wojcik	Casting	Team 



BLAZER FRESH SIDES  

 
MCPUFFERSON 

Yes! Looks like this party is just  

getting started! Introducing... fresh from their tour around 
the...well, around...ladies and germs, kids of all ages, I give 

you... BLAZER FRESH!!!  

 
Crowd goes wild, lights flash. BLAZER FRESH all jog on stage. Two are 

wearing blazers. One of them, Blazer Fresh #3, isn’t. He’s in his 
shirtsleeves. His blazer is tied around his waist.  

 

BLAZER FRESH (ARNSTAR LITE)  

Thank you! Thank you! You’re too  

kind! And thank you, McPufferson, for that wonderful, (chuckles) even 
if it was a little bit exaggerated... introduction.  Hows everybody 
doing? (Audience reacts) Ah, I need to hear you all the way in the 

back up there in the balcony!  I said How's everybody doin?!?!   
(Audience responds)  Thats more like it!  

 Looks like we have an energized crowd here today!  Are you all ready 
to get on your feet and bust some moves with us?  (audience reacts)  

Alright!  Fantastic!  But first I wanna get to know some of you!   

Young man in the front row, whats your name?  

 

(IMPROVISE MOMENT asking questions to us, 2 interviews)  

 

BLAZER FRESH 

Well I think we are ready! DJ hit that music 

 

 

 

 

 

hdbuczck
BLAZER FRESH SIDES




SQUATCHY DIALOUGE SIDES 
Hand puppet 

 
 

SQUATCHY  
Ha ha ha! Hello!  Any body up there?  Me Squatchy!! 

Tom??!!!  So just talking here and Squatchy make new friends?!   
Hello!  New friends see Squatchy!   

Squatchy see you now!! 
Ah Squatchy had so many questions! What's your name...me Squatchy!  Where you live?  Squatchy 

live in forest!  What do you use to brush teeth? Squatchy use a stick!  You like grubs?  
OH! Squatchy LOVES grubs.   
OOOO, OOOO, OOOO, OOO 

Great idea!  We MOOOVE!!  You like move?   
Tom Tom Tom, get Ranger Buddy!  Ranger Buddy LOOOVVEE to move!!  

 
 

hdbuczck
SQUATCHY is a PUPPET
We will have a hand puppet on hand for you 
to use *pun intended
There is an MP3 on our website of what Squatchy 
sounds like, that may be useful in your preparation!



THINK LIKE A SCIENTIST 
  
Ouch! 
 That blazer is very fresh. 
 Ah, let me get my lab coat on. Okay let's rap now 
 Think like a scientist, think like a scientist Process in 
your brain 
 Let's get everybody trying this 
 Think like a scientist, think like a scientist Rule that 
lab like a fierce science lioness Observe 
 What 
 Ask a question 
 Hypothesize 
 Hmm, propose an answer 
 Experiment 
 Test the question 
 Analyze 
 Bam, look at the results 
 Report 
 There it is 
 Tell 'em what you learned  
 Bring that lab key y'all 
 It's Bunsen burn. 
 Wait, isn't that the scientific method? 
 Yeah, that's just another way of saying it. Got it. 
 To observe 
 You ask a question 
 And then start to theorize 
 Make an educated guess about the question 
 In order to hypothesize 
 When you experiment 
 Test the question 
 Then analyze 
 Or study what happened 
 And finally you can report results Share it in writing 
 And then start rap now 
 Think like a scientist, think like a scientist Put the 
process in your brain 
 Let's get everybody trying this 

hdbuczck
BLAZER FRESH RAP
*There is an MP3 of the Rap
on our website for you as a reference
You may be rapping along with this MP3 
in auditions - TBD….


